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As it is known on 6 June, 2014  NKR government approved the draft law "Electoral Code of the 

Republic of Nagorno-Karabakh", developed by the  NKR Central Electoral Commission and 

submitted to the Government  sending it to the NKR National Assembly  for consideration. The draft 

has also been set for public discussion by means of posting  it on CEC website as well as  

publicizing announcements through mass media. In case the law is adopted it will enter into force on 

1 January, 2015. 

As far as is it necessary to have new Electoral Code in Artsakh? What are the issues based upon 

the draft? 

Chairperson of the NKR Central Electoral Commission S. Arzumanyan gave clarifications to a 

number of such questions. 

-Srbuhi Grigorevna, NKR new electoral draft law has been submitted to the legislators.Was there 

any necessity for adopting a new draft? 

Electoral Code of the NKR  has been acting  in the Republic of Artsakh since 8 December 2004,  

which has been amended and supplemented for five times. The Electoral Code is a guide for the 

elections to the state authorities at all levels. It served as a legal basis for  four national elections 

and  at present it is used during  the organization and conduct of  the current local self- body 

government elections. 

         Although the Electoral Code corresponds, in general,  to international standards and offers 

solutions for almost all procedural and temporary electoral matters at various levels, however, it is 

not without some drawbacks. 

We consider it necessary to provide more advanced legislative framework in order to fully implement 

the suffrage  of nearly 100,000 voters at the same time creating more favorable conditions of work 

for more than 2,500 members of the electoral commissions. 

  The proposed amendments based on the viewpoints of the political forces submitted to the 

National Assembly and international independent observers who arrived in Artsakh to observe the 

electoral process in the NKR,  the proposals of the members of the electoral commissions of the  RA 

and NKR based upon the draft. 

-Which are the issues to be regulated by the adoption of the new draft? 

-Fixations and solutions are given to the following key questions in the draft ;first, about 200 term 

data are being revised, generally in the form of shortening, which, however, does not lead to 

restriction for the implementation of  the suffrage of  the participants of the electoral process and 

does not create any obstacles. 

- Reduction of the initial term of the  elections' appointment for almost one month leads to a 

softening of the emotional atmosphere, objectively prevailing in the society during the election 

process. 

 Moreover, restrictions of being included in the voters' lists of the community  during the Local 



Elections, after the appointment of the elections are being fixed, the exceptions are also being 

provided at the same time. The purpose - to prevent the artificial increase of the number of 

electorate.  

The requirement of having at least one- year  registration for the participation in the  Local Elections 

of the community the elections are held in, is being clarified by adding  of the provisions of about the 

'last' one year.  

-What definitions are there in the new draft in the respect of  the electoral deposit? According to the 

existing Code the payments done by the legal entities are source of income of the electoral 

deposit.Will there be any changes in the procedure referring to the funding of the electoral 

commissions? 

-A unique approach to the case of returning of the electoral deposit for all elections  is being 

provided by the new draft( the procedure of the existing law  of providing  a possibility of making an 

electoral deposit  due to the electoral fund has not been included in the draft).  Instead, such a 

possibility is provided to persons having right to vote. 

Main directions  of the expenditures of the electoral fund are being defined at the same time fixing  a 

unique  approach to spending its remaining amount, the time and form of declaration of expenditure 

of these funds are being clarified . 

А method  of differentiation  of the amount of the electoral deposit paid by candidates to the 

Community Head and Council of Elders related to the  number of voters of the community  is being 

involved. 

As to the funding of the electoral commissions, yes, the payments (the compensation) of the 

electoral commission members are being revised and increased by 40-45 percent,a differential 

approach of monetary compensation for the  members of the precinct electoral commissions due to 

the number of the  voters of the polling stations  are being fixed.  

 I have to add that the remaining 85 per cent of extra-budgetary funds of the CEC will also aim to  

the improvments of the electoral administration ( technical retooling of commissions, preparation and 

publication of materials relating to the electoral law). 

-Are there  also any changes relating to the pre-election campaign and formation of the electoral 

headquaters? 

-I have to say that a prohibition is provided for dissemination of promotional materials for teachers of 

educational institutions, officers of executive agencies during the implementation of their duties. 

 Some procedures are being fixed on the organization of the campaign headquarters, including 

some restrictions on their placement. 

Amendments are also being provided in terms of appeal. 

A broad framework of instances, mechanisms, the right to appeal against the actions and decisions 

of electoral commissions is being provided: the prescribed term for pretrial appeal  of the election 

results is extended up to 4 hours. 

Each member of the electoral commission, each observer, proxy or member of the media will have a 



wide discretion to conduct  monitoring at the polling stations, an  institute of the applications of 

recounting is being fixed. If there are complaints and appeals, the draft provides opportunities for 

recounting. 

- What provisions are being shceduled increasing the level of organization of the elections? 

-The possibility of presenting electoral programs (by optional) by the candidates , including  e-mail 

possibility, their publication through the  website in case of national elections is being fixed. 

Information (declaration) of the candidate of his property and income will be provided to the relevant 

electoral commission within five days after registration, and it will be posted on the website. 

A drafting table of voting  results and their placement on the website are being provided. 

Changes of the work of  media are being provided. Clearly establishes The possibility to take 

pictures and video  the entire electoral process, without hindering the work of the commission has 

clearly been established. You can not shoot just the signing voter list, taking into account  that it 

violates the secrecy of voting. 

 List of halls and other buildings, provided free of charge to applicants after the appointment of 

national elections not later than 20 days, will be provided to the CEC  by the head of the community 

and it will be posted on the website. 

 The procedure for accreditation of observers are being exposed to some technical revision, 

provision on their reports are being fixed for posting them on the website. 

The framework  of the prohibitions nominated  to the proxies are being reviewed. None of them  can 

also be officers of  judicial compulsory enforcement and penal institutions, observers, candidates. 

The  terms and procedures for staffing granted electoral commissions in the case of early 

termination of office of the members of the CEC, the territorial election commissions are being 

clarified. 

In the case of national elections manuals from the CEC will be published for proxies and observers. 

 The minimum number of additional ballots  not less than two provided to the polling stations is  

being fixed. 

A framework of the cases of valid registration of the candidates and such decision makers 

(CEC,Court) is clearly defined. 

-In 2015 parliamentary elections will be held in our republic.What amendments are being expected 

in the elections to the National Assembly? 

-A minimum  (5) and maximum (threehold number of the mandates of the candidates by proportional 

system) limits are provided .  In establishing a minimum threshold decreases the risk that the 

presentation of certain forces can get more mandates from the list of possible candidates submitted 

or is not able to get a free mandate during the term of the National Assembly. The maximum 

threshold is applied due to practical reasons. 

The framework of the cases of restrictions  for the nomination of candidates for deputies of the 

National Assembly is being expanded: employees of compulsory enforcement, rescue and 



penitentiary authorities can not be registered to candidates. 

The  bases for the refusal of registration of a voting list of a party, party allience  are being more 

expanded. These include the case of dissolution of the party, reducing the number of parties  

included in the party allience for  two, suspension or prohibition of  the activities of the party. 

Moreover, the framework of the adoption of decisions taken by the results of the elections to the 

National Assembly is being expanded.  In case of proportional elections by decision of the CEC, and 

in case of majoritarian elections or elections to a community head  and a Council of Elders  by the 

decision of Ter.EC ,a decision on holding   a re-election in separate polling stations might be 

adopted ,if at the time of voting   there had been any violations of the Code  that could affect the 

results of the election and, if through a re-vote  it is possible to fix the consequences of violations. If 

it is not possible  to amend , then elections to the National Assembly should  be deemed invalid and  

revoting  to the NA should be appointed .In case the results of the rerun elections are declared 

invalid, a new election is held. 

And what about the Local Elections? 

 Instead of the number of the population fixed in the acting Code  the number of voters of the 

community is on the basis of the determination of the number of Council of Elders. If the draft is 

adopted the  number of elected members of the Council of Elders in the country will be reduced by 

3%. 

The  framework of the restrictions of the  nomination to the candidate of a community  head and a 

Council of Elders are being expanded by the new draft. Employees of forensic executive bodies, 

members of electoral commissions  can not be niminated to candidates. 

-Anyhow, let's assume that the new Electoral Code has been adopted. What do you expect, what 

will it  give to the public? 

-The adoption of the new  Electoral Code will create prerequisites for  more organized and open 

elections. Most importantly,besides the adoption of the Code conscientious implementation of it and 

the manifestation of the political will by  all the participants of the process  will continue to be viewed 

as a main challenge on the way of  democratic elections. 

After the adoption of the draft, the NKR CEC should take more than six dozen normative decisions 

during a  month. 
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